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1 Model-driven engineering

1.1 The paradigm of model-driven engineering

The discipline of model-driven engineering (MDE) is gaining more and more prominence in certain areas of software and system engineering, primarily where faults can lead to human injury or significant damage in property, as it delivers higher-quality products in a shorter development lifecycle (see e.g. [HWR13]). According to MDE, the focus of the engineering process is on creating and analyzing models at different levels of abstraction, and deriving them from other models. These models conform to various modeling languages.

Modeling may start in an early phase of the engineering process, when requirements for the system under design are elicited. In light of the requirements, system design commences with creating high-level abstract models, then producing lower-level models enriched with design decisions and realization considerations after a series of refining steps. The models can be continuously verified in order to identify design faults as soon as possible.

Model Driven Architecture (MDA [OMG01]) by the Object Management Group is one of the MDE-based design approaches with the following characteristics. As the system under design is often required to be realized upon various target platforms corresponding to different technologies, such design processes may involve a platform-independent model (PIM), which encompasses significant application-specific behavioral principles and realization parameters, but technological aspects are not detailed yet. Afterwards, depending on the available technological context, the PIM may be mapped to various platform-specific models (PSM), from which program modules realizing the designed software components can finally be produced (partially automatically).

The concept of models in MDE is vague in the sense that it may even involve differential equations or spatial configurations in certain domains of system engineering. However, models involved in software engineering are essentially labeled graphs, and are typically sparse (i.e. the number of edges is roughly linearly proportional to the number of vertices). The labels applicable for vertices and edges of a modeling language (including types and attributes), along with their rules of interconnection, are defined by the metamodel of the language. Note that only the abstract, formal structure of the model (the so-called abstract syntax) is characterized here as graph-like; while the user-friendly visual depiction of the model (concrete syntax) can independently be of diagram, text, or any other form.

While there are some extensible formalisms intended as a general purpose way of representing models (such as UML [OMG11], SysML [OMG12b]), industrial practice seems to increasingly prefer domain-specific modeling languages (DSML) instead, which can be tailored to the needs of application domains and actual design processes. However, developing such a DSML (along with its associated tool support) is a cost-intensive task requiring special skills; therefore domain-specific modeling (DSM) technologies have emerged to provide aid. Built on the successful Eclipse platform [ECLb], the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF, [EMF]) is a leading DSM technology that is considered a de facto industrial standard. A DSML development process with EMF involves defining a metamodel (using the Ecore formalism), from which several components of the modeling tool
can be automatically derived. Numerous generative and generic technologies assist the creation of tool support for EMF-based DSMLs; one can define a textual concrete syntax using a grammar or a visual concrete syntax using graphical elements, while code generators can be created by specifying textual templates for the modeling language.

### 1.2 Model transformation and model queries

Several steps of MDE can be partially or completely automated by model transformation (MT). First to gain widespread use was code generation, more precisely, model-to-text transformation (M2T). Code generators map models (such as PSM in case of MDA) to source code artifacts that will run on the target implementation platform. Deployment descriptors, test suites or documentation could be synthesized as well in addition to program code. Model-to-model transformation (M2M) is also gaining importance. A usage example from MDA would be the automated support of PIM-to-PSM mappings, which adds platform-specific knowledge to the PIM. Other kinds of model transformations may include the synchronization between different models representing the same system in different ways, for experts of different domains (e.g. security requirements and threat analysis). Finally, model validation or design rule checking can be thought of as a special case of model transformation, where the output is the detected violations of constraints.

A model transformation program can be implemented using any general-purpose programming language and toolkit. However, there are platforms specifically designed to support the creation of model transformations. There are basically three kinds of help one can expect from an MT system: (i) it can aid the transformation developer in processing the source model, such as in the form of queries, (ii) it can simplify the creation of elements of the target model, (iii) finally it can provide the control flow of the model transformation, managing state and traceability information.

From all these services, my work focuses primarily on investigating declarative model queries. Queries evaluated over model elements play an important role in code generation from PSM models, in M2M transformations for analysis or other purposes, in the simulation of behavioral models, in state space exploration, in report generation, etc. One of the important applications in DSM is automated validation of well-formedness constraints associated with the language. For instance, the AUTOSAR [AUT] standard defines hundreds of such constraints. DSM frameworks may provide an ability to express queries in a query language designed specifically for this task (see e.g. OCL [OMG12a], QVT [OMG08] queries), and evaluate them by a query engine.

The mathematical formalism of graph rewriting or graph transformation (GT [EEKR99, BV06]) provides a declarative, rule-based paradigm that can used, among many other purposes, to specify M2M transformations. The basic building block of GT is the graph pattern, which is essentially a declarative query: it identifies certain parts of the graph model based on structural and other criteria. Model manipulation is expressed in the form of graph transformation rules that consist of two graph patterns, and describe the transformation step where a subgraph matching the LHS pattern is substituted with a subgraph conforming to the RHS pattern. Therefore the GT formalism covers both the source model processing and target model manipulation aspects of MT, and in certain cases it does not require an externally defined control
flow. Declarative model queries using graph patterns is a core topic of my thesis.

For the special task of model-to-model synchronization, *Triple Graph Grammars* (TGG, [Sch95, KW07]) and QVT [OMG08] provide an even higher level of abstraction in specifying transformations. TGG is based on GT, and TGG rules can be translated to GT rules. These languages allow very concise definition of common model mapping tasks; e.g. a single TGG rule can immediately be interpreted as a bidirectional, incremental (see Section 1.3) synchronization.

The above mentioned variety of roles and application areas of MT in MDE are illustrated on Figure 1.

### 1.3 Incremental, live and change-driven transformations

In a model-driven engineering process, models usually do not exist as static, immutable facts, but are rather undergoing constant evolution; implying that any previously conducted model analysis must be re-evaluated, and the effect of changes may propagate to other models as well. This evolution may happen due to requirement changes (potentially as late as years after the delivery of the system), or on a shorter time-scale the creation of ever newer model versions according to agile, iterative development methodologies, or simply the consequence of fixing problems detected by model validation. In fact, model editing actually consists of a sequence of small, atomic manipulation operations; this can also be regarded as the continuous evolution of a model, during which e.g. immediate feedback of model validation would be useful.

Repeatedly processing a (large scale) model after each small change can lead to significant performance issues. It can be more advantageous to apply *incremental* evaluation techniques [HLR06], taking into account the evolving nature of the model. In certain use cases (e.g. well-formedness checks) incremental queries have a great performance advantage [11][ISR+13].
Source incrementality is the property of a transformation that it only re-evaluates the modified parts of the source model. One of the central topics of my thesis is efficient evaluation of queries against evolving models through providing source incrementality.

Target incrementality, on the other hand, means that only the necessary parts of the target model are modified by the transformation, there is no need to recreate the new target model from scratch. The latter property, beyond direct gains in performance, has the benefit that connections, references between the target model and other external models are left intact and need not be recreated. Moreover, if the target model contains pieces of information (such as platform-specific design decisions in a PSM mapped from PIM) that do not stem from the source model, then the lack of target incrementality would lead to outright information loss.

After model evolution, the traditional MT approach restores the logical correspondence between source and target models by re-executing the transformation (which is efficient in case of source and target incrementality). A live transformation [HLR06], however, is continuously active, immediately reacting to events (changes of the source model) by keeping the target model synchronized. In this case source and target incrementality is highly beneficial.

Change-driven transformations [RVV09] are transformations that process changes of models – more precisely, even their specification is given in terms of consuming changes of the source model and producing changes of the target model. In this sense, source and target incrementality is a prerequisite for them. A transformation specified in a change-driven way can be executed as a live transformation, but this is far from being the only application scenario. It is possible to execute change-driven transformations even in cases where the source and target models of the M2M mapping are not actually available at the same computing resource, and can only communicate through the propagation of change information.

1.4 Example application domains

1.4.1 Modeling security requirements

Complex systems are typically designed to meet the needs of multiple stakeholders. Requirement models (such as the UML [OMG11] or SysML [OMG12b] standards, or KAOS [LL04]) help the designers obtain an overview of the needs and goals of various stakeholders, i.e. their requirements.

Security is a design concern aiming to avoid damages caused by adversarial persons, including damages to information assets (data security). It should not be confused with the related design concern of safety, which, regardless whether the damage is intentional, attempts to avoid primarily human injury, secondarily disproportionate physical damage to property. The thesis will address some concepts related to security.

System security is a broad area involving diverse design challenges. Software aspects include constructing secure cryptographic algorithms, communication protocols, and techniques for the prevention or detection of weaknesses and vulnerabilities in their implementation. Beyond software, technical aspects involve hardware solutions and also physical security. Finally, social aspects involve training humans involved with the system and establishing appropriate procedures for handling normal business and incidents.
However, none of these techniques can be applied unless we know what is there to protect and who should have access; therefore security design must be preceded by gathering security requirements.

Security requirement modeling [M+02, NNY10] is the process of creating and using requirement models that record the security needs and goals of stakeholders. For example, the modeling language Si* [MMZ07] can express trust between stakeholders and the delegation of responsibilities and permissions. The related field of security risk modeling [LSS+11] focuses on assessing the impact of potential threats to the system, the vulnerabilities against these threats, the characteristics of attackers that can exploit these vulnerabilities, and their associated risk of doing so.

With the application of model queries and transformations, security requirement models have the potential for conducting analysis that reveals inconsistent security needs, as well as for automatically providing solutions and guidelines for later phases of system design.

### 1.4.2 Embedded systems engineering in the automotive industry

As onboard electronic systems in automobiles are embedded systems with high safety requirements, the automotive industry benefits from rigorous methods of software and system engineering, calling for the use of model-driven techniques. In particular, proper analysis of models may lead to detecting design flaws early, which is a significant boost in efficiency. Due to the heterogeneity of software and hardware modules produced by various vendors, their integration is a challenge on the level of design models as well as on the level of implementation.

AUTOSAR (short for Automotive Open System Architecture, [AUT]) is an open and standardized automotive software architecture, jointly developed by automobile manufacturers, suppliers and tool developers. The objectives of the AUTOSAR partnership include the implementation and standardization of basic system functions while providing a highly customizable platform which continues to encourage competition on innovative functions. The purpose of the common standard is to help the integration of functional modules from multiple suppliers and increase scalability to different vehicle and platform variants. It aims to be prepared for the upcoming technologies and to improve cost-efficiency without making any compromise with respect to quality.

## 2 Challenges and contributions

### 2.1 Use cases of model queries

While declarative specification and execution of model transformations have now been widely studied and regarded as a significant field of research (see for instance the series International Conference on Model Transformations [ICM13]), the enabling support technology of declarative model queries deserves its own research focus. Use cases of model queries include the following:

**Declarative model-to-model and model-to-text transformations.** Model transformations provide automation for bridges between artifacts of an MDE workflow;
see Figure 1 for roles of MT. Transformations are commonly defined in rule-based declarative formalisms. Queries are used for specifying when and where one can apply the rules of the transformation specification; query evaluation then involves processing the source model to find the parts that will be transformed into the target model according to the rule.

**Simulation of behavioral models with operational semantics defined using rules.**
Model simulation is the representation of system states and the application of state changes (transitions, evolution paths) to reach different system states, as described by the behavioral model. Model simulation is used for various dynamic analysis techniques such as model checking [JRG12], design space exploration [HV10], or stochastic simulation of trajectories to characterize typical behavior [3]. These analysis techniques may be used to verify a system under design, to assess its properties, and/or to support designing a safe and efficient system. Once again, the precondition of a transition rule is essentially a query that finds the applicable transitions in any given state of the model.

**Analysis and reporting on models.** Many kinds of static analysis can be formulated declaratively in a model query formalism, including gathering aggregated statistics, discovering correspondences of elements, or design rule checks by finding violations of well-formedness constraints and modeling conventions. In static analysis and reporting, queries can be used to provide a very direct and immediate feedback to the engineers.

### 2.2 Challenges

As models in engineering practice are often subject to change, their evolving nature raises many challenges with respect to the engineering process and model transformation in particular. These problems may range from organizational issues of a change request approval process to propagating or migrating changes between models (see also Section 1.3). My thesis focuses on a single overall challenge: **model queries over evolving models**.

Solving this challenge may present various ways to improve the engineering process in the previously indicated use cases. Source incrementality may radically increase query performance in model-to-model transformation, simulation and static analysis. In some cases, this might bring a qualitative improvement in addition to the quantitative one. For instance, immediate feedback in static verification may elevate modeling to a highly productive interactive process. Finally, extending the query language into a change-driven formalism may make the specification of change-propagating transformations and evolutionary analysis easier.

This top-level challenge naturally involves the following aspects:

**Language.** The first challenge is finding a query language that is:

- expressive enough to capture complex relationships of model elements such as rich structural interconnections, attribute conditions, quantification, aggregation and transitive reachability;
• concise enough to formulate complex relationships in a straightforward way, without wasting effort;
• compositional to support top-down or bottom-up thinking and reuse;
• intuitive to understand in light of its direct correspondence to model structure;
• able to express conditions relating to the change between two versions of a model, in addition to the structure of a single static model, in order to support change-driven transformation specification;
• declarative in order to support various evaluation strategies.

Evaluation method. The second challenge is finding an evaluation strategy to the declarative query language that is
• source-incremental;
• efficient in terms of execution time, and also regarding memory footprint;
• capable of taking advantage of the parallel execution provided by modern symmetric multiprocessing hardware;
• supports the features of the query language.

Adaptation to technological platforms. The final challenge is realizing both the language concepts and the evaluation engine in context of technologies with industrial relevance, namely:
• primarily the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF);
• alternatively relational databases, especially in-memory implementations;
• while addressing compatibility with all scenarios of model evolution in case of change-driven execution.

2.3 Contributions of the thesis
My thesis will offer the following improvements over the state-of-the-art of model query technology:
• I propose an incremental evaluation strategy for model queries formulated as graph patterns, and demonstrate its efficiency. (Contribution 1)
• I integrate this strategy into the industrial Eclipse Modeling Framework by designing a run-time translation layer and adapting the query syntax, and evaluate the performance of the resulting solution. (Contribution 2)
• I extend the query formalism to support change-driven transformations by transparently capturing changes of the model regardless of the scenario, and design scenario-specific strategies for execution. (Contribution 3)
• I provide bidirectional model synchronization, change impact analysis and consistency checking in the domain of security requirement engineering, by applying the above techniques. (Contribution 4)
For each of these contributions, Figure 2 depicts the challenges that are addressed, as well as the application domains and use cases where the results are demonstrated.

3 New scientific results

I summarize the novel scientific contributions of my PhD thesis below. Each of the contributions stated here corresponds respectively to one of the goals that were set in Section 2.3.

3.1 Efficient, incremental pattern matching in a model-driven environment

In case of large-scale models, execution time may be a critical factor in the success of model transformation. A possible way to speed up transformations and queries is the application of incremental techniques. Source incrementality is not unavailable in most model transformation frameworks, and incremental graph pattern matching based approaches were in an early phase [BGT91, VVS06] of investigation at the beginning of my research.
Contribution 1 I have adapted incremental algorithms of expert systems to realize graph pattern matching over large evolving models. I have demonstrated the efficiency of the approach in different application scenarios with performance measurements.

1. Adapting Rete for incremental graph pattern matching. I introduced a general theoretical framework for the semantics and algorithmic complexity of incremental pattern matching. In this context, I formalized the Rete [For82] algorithm from the field of rule-based expert systems. I have implemented the algorithm to operate on a rich graph pattern language as used in a model-driven context. [23]

2. Parallel incremental pattern matching. I proposed parallel execution methods for incremental model query evaluation. I have identified three ways of parallelization: (a) concurrent execution of model manipulation and pattern matching (the maintenance phase in particular), and applying a multi-threaded strategy separately and independently (b) in model manipulation and (c) in matcher maintenance. [26,4]

3. Extending incremental pattern matching by transitive closure. I proposed an efficient, incremental query evaluation method for handling generic transitive closure of graph edges and binary graph patterns. [8]

4. Adapting incremental graph pattern matching to relational databases. I proposed an incremental method of query evaluation over models persisted in relational databases, which integrates with existing data manipulation software. I proposed a mapping from graph patterns to an event-driven SQL program that implements the TREAT [ML91] incremental algorithm. [7]

5. Quantitative performance analysis of incremental graph pattern matching. I demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed incremental pattern matching strategy on model transformation benchmarks. I have identified scenarios (such as behavioral model simulation, M2M live synchronization) when its application is beneficial compared to traditional search-based approaches [16,4,14,2]

Several research results of my colleagues István Ráth and Ákos Horváth rely on the incremental pattern matcher I have implemented in the ViATRA2 framework, including simulation-based analysis of DSM languages [RVV08], model-based design constraint satisfaction by design space exploration [HV09, HV10], or stochastic graph transformation [3][THR10, KHTR10]. I applied the incremental query technique for simulation-based calibration of sensor networks [13].

The core idea of incremental pattern matching was presented in the DSc thesis of my PhD supervisor Dániel Varró. I have developed the prototype implementation used for my investigations as a pattern matcher plug-in module for the ViATRA2 [VIA] model transformation framework. Gergely Varró offered extensive help in starting my research as my master thesis supervisor. Elaborating measurements was joint work with István
Ráth and Ákos Horváth, and the strategies for combining different pattern matching approaches is now part of the PhD thesis of Ákos Horváth. Under my supervision, Tamás Szabó contributed the prototype implementation and conducted the measurements of incremental pattern matching extended by generic transitive closure. Under my supervision, Dóra Horváth contributed a prototype implementation and performed the measurements for incremental pattern matching over relational databases.

### 3.2 Incremental model queries over industrial EMF models

Model queries have various use cases in MDE. My aim is to allow declarative specification of these queries in a high-level language, and enable efficient evaluation.

Industrially accepted technologies offer various languages for specifying model queries (such as OCL [OMG12a]), but these formalism cannot always easily express the connection structure of several objects, which is important for use cases such as complex well-formedness constraints. Furthermore, most query evaluators for these languages are not incremental, and the exceptions are mostly academic tools. Therefore industrial platforms such as EMF could benefit greatly from a graph pattern based language that would be able to express complex queries that would be efficiently evaluated by an incremental matcher.

**Contribution 2** I proposed a declarative and expressive query language for specifying queries over the industrial Eclipse Modeling Framework. I have designed an incremental pattern matcher for the efficient evaluation of these queries. I have demonstrated the efficiency of the approach by performance measurements.

1. **Graph pattern based query language for EMF models.** I proposed a graph pattern based model query language for EMF models. The syntax is based on the pattern language [BV06] of ViATRA2, extending it by new features including path expressions, and adjusting it to the characteristics of the EMF model representation. [10]

2. **Incremental evaluation for EMF model queries.** I integrated the Rete-based incremental pattern matcher algorithm into the context of EMF models, and provided a translation that performs Rete maintenance according to the EMF notification scheme [11,9,28,29,24].

3. **Performance analysis of model query frameworks over EMF.** I have demonstrated the expressiveness of the proposed language and the efficiency of incremental evaluation based on static model validation problems from the automotive domain. [11]

The EMF-IncQUERY model query technology has been presented at multiple public tutorial sessions (including [28,29]), and gained significant attention in both academic and industrial audiences. These presentations have been a joint work with István Ráth, Ákos Horváth, Ábel Hegedüs, and others.
The defined query language contains ideas of István Ráth, Zoltán Ujhelyi and the authors of the original VTCL pattern syntax [BV06] on which it is based, and has since been used in further research (e.g. [17]). I built the prototype implementation into the EMF-INQUERY [11] tool in cooperation with Ákos Horváth. The above tutorials were joint work of this team. The case study and experiments from the domain of automotive industry is joint work with our industrial co-authors (András Balogh, Zoltán Balogh, András Ökrös). As a result of our joint work, EMF-INQUERY is now an official part of the Modeling project of the Eclipse Foundation [ECLb].

3.3 Supporting change-driven transformation specification by queries

The specification of transformations which process evolving models can greatly benefit from change-driven reactions. While some modeling platforms (VPM, EMF) provide notifications of elementary model deltas, their granularity is too low. In order to support the detection of complex changes, all preceding changes and their context must be taken into account. My results provide these capabilities for the concept of change-driven transformations that was proposed in [RVV09].

A further challenge is posed by the wide range of application scenarios where change detection may be necessary. One of these cases is live transformation (see [15]), where a continuously active transformation reacts immediately to model changes. However, if live transformation is not applicable, processing changes requires a different strategy.

Contribution 3 By extending the formalism of graph patterns, I designed a new change pattern language for high-level, context-aware detection of structural changes of models. For each application scenario characterized by the information available on the model and its changes, I have proposed a dedicated strategy to efficiently evaluate a change pattern according to its formal semantics.

1. Categorizing change scenarios. I proposed a taxonomy of application scenarios for change-driven transformations, based on the available information describing the model and its change (such as model difference, change notification, archive version). [1]

2. Language for defining change patterns. I designed a change-driven transformation language based on graph patterns. The language can express queries against the changes of a model, independently of the application scenario. [25,27,1]

3. Formal semantics of change patterns. I formally defined the match set of a change pattern, in context of the change of a model. [1]

4. Pattern matcher strategies for change-driven transformations. I have designed strategies for evaluating change patterns in accordance with their formal semantics. There is a separate implementation strategy for each of the identified
The proposed results were used by Ábel Hegedüs for back-propagating simulation results [12]. My work extends the concepts of change-driven transformations [RVV09], used in the PhD thesis of István Ráth.

3.4 Queries and transformation in modeling security requirements

In requirement modeling, requirements may have to be represented in multiple formalisms. Moreover, in security engineering processes, the requirement model is often interrelated with other models. Security experts can investigate security issues in requirements in a long and costly process, and their system of arguments can only be recorded in structured informal models. Automatic detection of simple security problems is not supported, and if the requirements evolve, all arguments need to go through the costly process of re-evaluation.

Contribution 4

I designed an integrated environment for security requirement analysis, by using model queries and change-driven transformations,

1. Bidirectional change-driven synchronization between security requirement models. I proposed change-driven, live transformations to support security requirement elicitation and analysis. I designed an environment architecture with a central abstract model (conforming to the SeCMER [MMP11] formalism) in a bidirectional synchronization relationship with a different requirement model syntax (Si* [MMZ07]). [19]

2. Continuous validation of security criteria over evolving requirement models. I proposed automated analysis of security requirements to check simple security criteria and identify violations. I applied graph pattern based queries to formalize the security constraints. I designed an implementation architecture where the requirements engineer is continuously informed by problem markers maintained according to incrementally evaluated queries. [19]

3. Analyzing the impact of requirement changes on informal argument models. I proposed a traceability relationship between ground facts used in informal argument models and requirement model elements that serve as evidence. I designed a method based on change-driven techniques that identifies invalidated elements of the argument model for further consideration of argumentation experts, based on the changes of the requirement model. [19]
The work was performed in the security requirements workgroup of the SecureChange [EU 12] EU research project, in close collaboration with Fabio Massacci, Federica Paci, Thein Tun and Yijun Yu, as well as my PhD supervisor. The results presented above are my contributions. The proposed techniques were applied in the SeCMER prototype security requirements engineering tool of the SecureChange project.

4 Applications of new scientific results

Finally, I showcase some practical applications of my new conceptual results.

4.1 Incremental pattern matcher module of the VIATRA2 model transformation framework

VIATRA2 is a general-purpose graph transformation-based model transformation framework, which is part of the Generative Modeling Technologies project [ECLa] of the Eclipse Foundation [ECLb]. It has been developed for almost 10 years at the Department of Measurement and Information Systems, Budapest University of Technology and Economics. The incremental graph pattern matching module of the current VIATRA2 version is built on conceptual results of Contribution 1.

VIATRA2 itself has been applied in numerous international research projects, for tool integration (DECOS FP6, DIANA FP6 [6], MOGENTES FP7, SecureChange FP7 [EU 12] EU projects), model validation (HIDENETS FP6 EU project), source code synthesis (SENSORIA FP6 [5], E-Freight FP7 EU projects), and even behavior model simulation (sensor network analysis [13] in French-Hungarian intergovernmental project). VIATRA2 has regularly appeared in tool contests for transformation frameworks [34,35], where the incremental pattern matcher module was used.

4.2 EMF-IncQuery

A recent project of the developer group behind VIATRA2 is the EMF-IncQUERY [11] framework, which enables wide-spread immediate application of results in VIATRA2 and Contribution 2 on the EMF platform. The main run-time component of EMF-IncQUERY implements the EMF-based query language and incremental pattern matching method of Contribution 2.

Through EMF-IncQUERY, many of the results of the thesis can now be integrated with numerous open and proprietary products. Our research group, partners and early external adopters have already applied the tool in several projects. The tool was used in multiple national research grants (Jedlik, CertiMoT, TÁMOP) and for the realization of the SeCMER tool prototype (see Section 4.3) in the EU FP7 project SecureChange.

EMF-IncQUERY already has a number of foreign uses. At least the following organizations have introduced EMF-IncQUERY to their development practice, or conducted pilot investigations:

- Thales Group
- Itemis AG
The following example applications of EMF-INCQUERY have all been carried out independently of me:

- Incremental dependency analysis in large source code models at CERN
- Detection of change patterns in security architecture modeling at KU Leuven
- Declarative definition and incremental maintenance of derived features at Itemis
- Driving test oracles in MT testing at University of Nantes
- Providing query-driven soft interconnection of EMF models at BME

### 4.3 SeCMER tool prototype

The EU FP7 project SecureChange [EU 12] is concerned with the evolution of security critical systems; the demonstrator tool [19] of the project for security requirements engineering relies on several of my results. The tool provides the query and transformation based support proposed in Contribution 4, and EMF-INCQUERY (see Section 4.2) played a big role in its implementation.

The validation of this demonstrator tool was performed in September 2011, according to the rules of the SecureChange project. At the validation event, the tool was presented through an air traffic management case study to participating flight security and air traffic control experts, who provided feedback that was incorporated in the tool.

The SeCMER prototype was highly acknowledged by project reviews.
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